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What is Decentraland?
Decentraland is the first virtual world owned by its users.
The land itself is a non-fungible token, and land owners have voting rights in the future of Decentraland.
Built on the Ethereum blockchain, it offers a decentralised platform for entertainment, art, culture and commerce!

Advantages of Decentralised Currencies
Provides a trustless environment. In a decentralized blockchain network, no one has to know or trust anyone else.
Assures transparency.
Transcends physical, social, and economical borders.

Metaverse Charitable opportunities
From collecting cryptocurrency donations, to hosting events for charitable partners, the opportunities are limitless.
Every purpose served by social media and traditional websites can be achieved in the metaverse—often more effectively, and with greater opportunity for collaboration, outreach, and extended reach.
And we have only just scratched the surface....

Nakatomi Plaza Arts and Cultural Trust
Decentralised Made Easy
What we've done so far...
first ever metaverse concert
donation kiosk for Turing Trust charity
partnering with artists and NFT creators to donate to charity!

Find out more